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State of the Environmental Field
• Nationally (based on Dr. Dorceta Taylor’s Work at Univ. of

Michigan):
• 80% of the board members of environmental non-profits studied are
white. 62% are male.

• 85% of the staff members of environmental non-profits studied are
white. Less than half are male.

Recruitment
• Language in the posting
• Highlight transferrable skills that would make someone a good fit for the
position. Think outside of the box.

• Be realistic about what you actually need and what you can train for on
the job. Don’t over require.

• Be particularly cautious about requiring past internships/work in the
environmental field.

Recruitment
• Language in the posting
• Reach outside the environmental field. Use language that is skills focused
“Marketing Intern” or “Graphic Design Intern” rather than language
that is focused on the environmental field such as “Recycling Outreach
Intern”

Recruitment
• Utilize work study (pays for 50-75% of the wage!!!) and increases diversity
• Time internship postings around the work study schedule. In general, late

summer is a great time to hire as students who need jobs are proactive about
getting jobs before the school year starts.

Recruitment
• Share with programs that focus on supporting underrepresented

communities and first generation students:
• McNairs Scholars, Guardian Scholars, Promise Scholars, Education Opportunity
Program, Transfer Student Center

• Announce on Facebook and through listserves to cultural and identity based
resource centers and cultural groups. You can get lists of cultural groups
from your student organization center.

Recruitment
Undergraduate (and graduate) advisors can send out announcements to their listserves as
well (this is actually my most effective outreach tool)

• Cultural studies (Black Studies,
Chican@ Studies, etc.)

• Communications
• Psychology
• Economics

•
•
•
•
•

Sociology
Political Science
Anthropology
Global Studies
To name a few…

Recruitment
• Attend in person or send a representative of your office to attend in person
student organization meetings or class raps to get face time

Undocumented Students
• Check and see if your campus has an Undocumented Students Center or
Program (they are a great resource!)

• Students with DACA are very easy to hire, if your direct Human Resources
person is not familiar with this, call central Human Resources and they can
help you out.

• If you want to offer an internship to a student who has an undocumented
status and also does not have DACA, you can offer a scholarship instead.

Scholarships for Undocumented Students
• When offering an undocumented student a scholarship, you cannot tie the
scholarship to a specific number of hours.

• Best not to tie to shifts or very specific daily tasks
• Better to connect with broad deliverables/quarterly goals. I often use
language of here is your “challenge” for the quarter.

• When posting internships add a line “If you are interested in opportunities
for undocumented students, please reach out to us to learn more”

Interviews
• Ask grit questions:
• What is a challenge that you faced and how did you get through it? (specify this

experience doesn’t have to be in the environmental field – encourage them to talk about
other life experiences)

• Ask questions that invite transferrable skills:
• Goals setting: What is one goal you set in the past year (could be personal, academic, or
in another position) and what steps did you take to achieve it?

• Conflict resolution: Without naming names, please describe a conflict you had with
another person and how you resolved it?

Interviews
• Avoid jargon in interview questions
• Only quiz them on sustainability/the environment if that is required for the
position

• Be aware of your own implicit bias and avoid “gut” assessments
• Consider equivalents:
• Coursework versus past internships

Shifting Office Culture
• Train office staff and interns on diversity and implicit bias
• If you aren’t comfortable giving the training or want a third party

presenter, consider reaching out to your diversity or Title 9 office for
support or your office of student life/student org center staff.

• You could also reach out to cultural or identity based resource centers to

see if they offer trainings. Consider offering honorarium or a trade (free
waste management of your next event for a training of your staff)

Shifting Office Culture
• Encourage open dialogue and welcome critique as learning opportunities
• Take “call-outs” seriously, but not personally
• Be cognizant of language used in the office and make an ongoing effort to
continue to improve your language

• Be a model for your students by calling yourself out and spend time working
on your own evolution

Coalition Building
• Be present for events hosted by cultural groups on campus and consider

requiring your students/interns to attend one or two events per quarter on
paid time/internship time as a training opportunity.

• Sign yourself up for listserves of cultural based groups so that you can stay
in the loop on campaigns that those cultural groups are prioritizing. Think
about how you can support those campaigns.

Welcome New Perspectives
• Once you build diversity in your office, make sure your new interns feel that
their perspectives and ideas are welcome

• With diversity, comes new opportunities to rethink your approaches and
strategies
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